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The nights may be drawing in – but there’s an action-packed Autumn edition of the Newsletter to keep you on form and engaged in your area.
Find out more about a Nobel prizewinner who used to live in Grange Loan and has a connection to singer Olivia Newton-John and comedian Ben
Elton in History & Heritage. Another man of many talents is our Profile subject in The Barefoot Doctor. Sciennes head teacher Alison Noble gives
an update on the playground plans. Jenny Dawe reports on the latest moves in the Grange Cemetery project with two information boards now
greeting visitors... while in Planning Roger Kellett provides an update. A Blackford Road garden is a life’s work for a couple who feel only now
the hard work is beginning to pay off.

A boy from Australia suffered culture shock on arrival in Edinburgh and the Grange... cue for memories from Douglas Stewart. In Environment Sue
Tritton suggests collaboration is the way forward in the new recycling services while Lucy Richardson reports a fine fund-raising bounty from the
Grange Fair. Don’t miss the autumn dates for your diary in the Grange Talks series organised by Hilary Watkinson. Read, enjoy – and give us
your feedback.
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Richard Mowe, Editor, The Newsletter

CONTACTS

sue tritton (667 8027) Chair 6 Grange Terrace EH9 2LD chair@grangeassociation.com / suetritton@btinternet.com
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adam rennie (668 4992) Hon Secretary & Planning 7 Grange Terrace EH9 2LD
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richard Brown (667 8289) Membership 90 Grange Loan EH9 2EP membership@grangeassociation.com
Jenny Dawe (4471296) 1 Strathearn Road, EH9 2AH liaison@grangeassociation.com

Doreen allerton (0780 3356200) Community Liaison 61b/4 St Alban’s Road EH9 2LS

alison Bramley (667 5667) Garden Group 5 Findhorn Place EH9 2JR gardens@grangeassociation.com
Dorothy ryle (667 1444) Community Liaison / Planning
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neil Davidson (667 3960) 43 Blackford Road EH9 2DT neild99@hotmail.co.uk
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John Duncan (667 3912) Planning 7 Dick Place EH9 2JS jc.duncan@ic24.net
Jo Doake (261 6084) 29 West Relugas Road EH9 2PW jodoake@talktalk.net
richard Mowe (07710 762 149) Newsletter Editor 30 Lauder Road EH9 2JF
richardmowe@mac.com / newsletter@grangeassociation.com

SPOTLIGHT

Find out more about your Grange Association contacts in the
ninth of a series

Jo Doake

I was brought up in south
Edinburgh but left with my family in
1972, hoping to return in four years.

(667 8289)
90 Grange Loan
EH9 2EP
membership@
grangeassociation.com

Spells in Kenya, Cyprus, Lesotho
and Cambridge meant that it was
1995 before we finally made it
home, buying a house on Blackford
Hill with wonderful views.
A geography degree has given
me a continuing interest in the
environment and helped with
obtaining a job at ScotWays (the
Scottish Rights of Way and Access
society) where I still volunteer.
Last year we moved to our current
home in West Relugas Road from
where we can still see the Hill.

advertise in
The Newsletter
Contact:
richard Brown

I am on the committee of the
Friends of Hermitage of Braid and
Blackford Hill. The Grange remains
a special area of Edinburgh,
which deserves protection and
conservation. It is satisfying to
feel part of it.

THE EDITOR’S FAREWELL
As this is the last Newsletter under my editorship I take this opportunity to express my appreciation to all readers for their
support, encouragement and contributions as the publication has developed since I volunteered for the unremunerated
role in 2010. I am also grateful for the cordial and creative relationships with previous GA chairs among them Andrew Bell,
Sofia Leonard and John Graham as well as ex-treasurer Richard Brown. Unfortunately the current committee are not
prepared to recognise my professional journalistic discretion and therefore I have resigned.

Your contributions
and feedback are
welcome.

not all articles may
reflect the views of the
Grange association.
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the Born
Legacy

HISTORY & HERITAGE

nobel prize-winner and friend of einstein: Max Born
was one of the Grange’s most illustrious residents.
Richard Mowe traces his lineage
When Kenneth and Lesley Combes moved in to 84 Grange Loan
more than two decades ago, they had no idea about the history of
the house and its previous occupants. It was only when they
noticed the occasional interested passer-by lingering across the
road for longer than seemed appropriate that they realised the
house might have special significance to some.
Then one of the curious bystanders knocked on the door and
revealed the story of Max Born and they became embroiled in
piecing together his background and achievements.

Max Born: "Only last year an academic from St Andrews University
approached the house and said that he was “paying a kind of pilgrimage.”

Born was already recognised as one of the founders of quantum
mechanics when he became the second Tait Professor of Natural
Philosophy at the University of Edinburgh in 1936 and began to
build up a research school focusing on the theory of the fluid and
solid states.
After the end of the First World War he was appointed a professor
at the University of Frankfurt and started his researches before
transferring to Göttingen as Professor in 1921. He remained there
for 12 years, interrupted only by a trip to America in 1925. During
these years Born’s most important works were created; first a
modernised version of his book on crystals, and numerous
investigations by him and his pupils on crystal lattices, followed by
a series of studies on the quantum theory.
Among his collaborators at this time were many physicists, later to
become well-known, such as Wolfgang Pauli, Werner Heisenberg,
Pascual Jordan, Enrico Fermi, Paul Dirac, Friedrich Hund, E A
Hylleraas, Victor Weisskopf, Robert Oppenheimer, Joseph Mayer
and Maria Goeppert-Mayer. During the years 1925 and 1926 he
published, with Heisenberg and Jordan, investigations on the
principles of quantum mechanics (matrix mechanics) and soon
afterwards his own studies on the statistical interpretation of
quantum mechanics.
As a Jew and in common with many other German scientists, he
was forced to emigrate in 1933. He was invited to Cambridge,
where he taught for three years as Stokes Lecturer before moving
with his wife and family to Edinburgh.
“Five or six years ago an elderly gentleman turned up on the
doorstep and announced that he was Gustav Born, Max Born’s
son who had lived in the house and had returned to the city
to receive an honorary prize on behalf of his late father. He wanted
CONTINUE OVERLEAF
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Max Born with Gustav Born in the garden of
84 Grange Loan around 1942.

Max Born with his wife Hedi in the 1960s.

to come in and see the house. Obviously a lot had been
changed but he certainly recognised the surroundings,”
said Kenneth Combes. “We had an interesting chat and I
discovered a couple of images of him standing in the front
garden with Marie Curie’s daughter and Werner Heisenberg who
was the inspiration behind Walter White’s alter ego in the cult TV
series Breaking Bad. Heisenberg received a Nobel Prize for
physics.”

“It also transpired
that one of Born’s
daughters is the
mother of singer
Olivia Newton-John.”

It also transpired that one of Born’s daughters is the mother of
singer Olivia Newton-John, a connection that few could have
made unprompted, and comedian Ben Elton is a great-nephew.

“We don’t have any scientific leanings ourselves but my middle
son did physics at school and went on to study mechanical
engineering at Bristol. He was fascinated by the story and he
said it was amazing what these guys did at that time without any
computers as well as the stress of fleeing the Nazis and the war.
One of Born’s PhD students was Robert Oppenheimer who
was the Director of the Manhattan Project to invent the Atomic
Bomb,” Combes continued.

Gustav, a former pupil of Edinburgh Academy, became a
doctor of medicine, lives in London and now is in his nineties.
“He said he was a bit nervous about giving a speech at the
University about his father, partly because he had a dental
plate which had come loose and had fallen out. Both Lesley
and I are dentists and we were able to help him out for which
he was eternally grateful and wrote to us most warmly on
his return home.”
At the same time as the tribute to Born, a street was named
after him – Max Born Crescent within the grounds of King’s
Buildings which had been newly opened in the Twenties when
the scientist started to work there in the Thirties. Born became a
naturalised British citizen on the day before the Second World
War started in 1939. A world-wide prize in physics has been
established in his memory.
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“Born retired at the age of 70 in 1952 and he returned to
Germany where he won the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1954.
He had been nominated a few times previously as one of the
prime founders and developers of the whole theory of quantum
mechanics. Apparently he and Einstein argued about it for
years. There is a famous line that Einstein was credited as
saying about all the uncertainties along the lines of “God does
not play dice” which was included in a letter to Max Born when
he was living here. They seemed to have a constant dialogue
going on.”
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Lessons in action

in an astonishingly short time the ambitious fundraising target
for sciennes playground improvements was achieved and a
successful application made to sportscotland for match
funding. We are grateful to the Grange association and so many
members of the community for supporting and contributing to
the amount raised.
the vision to transform the playground for our current and
future children is in the process of becoming a reality, thanks to
the collaboration, engagement and encouragement of children
and families, staff, community and businesses.

Max Born (right) with fellow scientist Werner Heisenberg at his Edinburgh
home around 1947.

the Parent council organised and led a science Fair to
celebrate a remarkable year of fundraising. children, families
and staff enjoyed workshops and talks from parents, students
and staff from edinburgh University and local businesses.

the playground has been a hive of activity throughout the
summer holidays and we are looking forward to welcoming
the children back and of course greeting our new Primary one
children and their families.

our new playground will enrich learning experiences during
the school day and provide an active space for the community.
outdoor learning will support our pupils to develop as healthy,
confident, enterprising and responsible citizens.

Max Born (second right, second row from front) with other notables at a
international physics conference in Brussels in 1927.

the development of the community strip opposite the school
is an important feature of our improvements and we believe
this area will also provide dynamic opportunities for school
and community. thanks to the Grange association, the
neighbourhood Partnership and savills estate agents, for
supporting our plans.

alison noble, Head teacher at sciennes.

Only last year an academic from St Andrews University
approached the house and said that he was “paying a kind
of pilgrimage.” He was a professor involved with laser and optics
and Born was a god in that area.
Friends of the Combes who used to live in Findhorn Place
but moved to Cambridge found a letter in the University archives
from Born to Einstein giving his address as 84 Grange Loan.
“We have a copy of it and will look to frame it in his honour.
Interestingly they addressed themselves as Dear Born and
Dear Einstein,” said Combes who felt it might be appropriate to
have a plaque put up in his name on the building. “Now that could
be a project for the Grange Association,” he added.

Seat of scientific learning: the King’s Buildings in Edinburgh where Max Born
has a street named after him.
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Roy Mulholland and Aslan in a Royal Mile
encounter (above) and attention to his
master’s voice (right).

He is a man of many talents:
herbalist, naturopath,
iridologist, osteopath,
expert in chinese
medicine and writer.
roy Mulholland has
travelled the world
accumulating skills but
now has settled in the
Grange with his 12-stone
Leonberger dog aslan.

ricHarD MoWe finds
out more about the man,
his therapies, and his
canine companion.

His master’s voice
PHotoGraPHs:
cHarLie ParKer

The first thing you notice about Roy Mulholland is the huge mountain of fur

the mind and to transform negative energies into positive ones, while the chi

and paws nestling at his feet in the cafe at the arts venue Summerhall

kung movement technique incorporates movement, breathing and stretching

(previously the Dick Vet and the rendezvous for our encounter). The dog which

in order to move energy around the body and to oxygenate the blood.

seems the size of a Shetland pony, weighs in at 12 stone and is called Aslan,
a literary reference to the lion in C S Lewis’s The Chronicles of Narnia.

globe from Thailand to Brazil and during his travels has treated dancers and

The pair have become inseparable since Mulholland rescued him as a wild

professional artists. He has developed his own technique, Satoro, for treating

18-month-old. He has settled down considerably since then as befits his

injuries and illnesses and has produced a tome of his body work techniques

roots – Leonbergers’ origins were as bodyguards to the Shahs of Persia – and

for fellow practitioners and new disciples, Satoro, the Tai Chi of Body Work,

he has starred in a book Chronicles of Aslan penned by Mulholland for the

which he will turn into an e-book and teach around the world. He has also

Festival two years ago when it promptly sold out.

written a trilogy, The Land of the Silent Night, set in a future world where the

Mulholland, 62, continues his work as a practitioner of various alternative
therapies and crusader against the threats posed by modern living to our
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He has practised his barefoot Shiatsu skills in spas and clinics all over the

scattered communities of the planet start to reach out to each other. “It was
basically an adventure story with a bit of sword and sorcery thrown in,” he says.

physical and mental well-being caused in part by stress and poor diet. He

Mulholland reflects on his three decades of globe-trotting. “I loved being on

underlines the benefits of establishing the proper kind of nutrition for your

the road. I have lived in 15 different countries. I am a bit unusual in that my

body type, as well as the adoption of the Inner Smile Chi Kung Health System,

background is as a naturopathic doctor but I have studied so many different

a practice in which he specialises. The system incorporates both meditation

systems including Greek, Chinese and Japanese as well as Native American.

and movement. According to Mulholland, the meditation aspect helps to calm
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This makes for a very eclectic collection of therapies. They can all be

Mulholland has the sense that the interest in holistic medicine which grew

evaluated on an energetic level – modern medicine does not work on energy

in the sixties, seventies and eighties, appears to have slowed down. “The

but on chemistry and it is not the same thing. A lot of the therapies have been

interest of those generations has remained, but the succeeding generations

borrowed from ancient times. I would rather people spent say 10p on a herb

seem much more interested in career, money and material things. The wheel

rather than buying a branded remedy costing considerably more.”

will turn – we are living in a time of change and I am certain there will be a

“We have become very wrapped up with pharmaceuticals and the market

return to the values that I and others have been espousing.”

place. The big companies spend more money on counter information about

Aslan, who has been patiently listening at his master’s feet, raises his head to

natural healing than the combined earnings of all the therapists put together

signal that a walk might be in order. There is only so much therapy-speak a

while doctors dish out antibiotics rather too blithely so that bacteria are

bodyguard can take. Mulholland beams down: “Temperamentally he is very

developing a resistance to them. The situation it is said has become almost as

placid. They are a very clever breed who have a good sense of their own self.

serious as climate change. I believe that, with mass inoculation, people fail to

They will weigh up the pros and cons before deciding to do anything. You

develop their own immune system to a disease, making the population as a

have to negotiate with him...” Clearly Aslan has found his inner peace.

whole more vulnerable.”
He has learned to cope with his own chronic fatigue syndrome which struck
him some eight years ago. “I know how to manage it – the natural way, of
course,” he smiles. “Slumping over a laptop can be quite disastrous for the
abdomen,” he admonishes sternly, “and the incessant worrying about whether
you'll be able to make a deadline can do dreadful things to your energy levels.”
He specialises in helping people to de-stress themselves and find balance,
harmony and “an Inner Smile.” He suggests that he does not give rigid
guidelines. “People have to learn to listen to their bodies and to become
self-aware,” he says.
He decided to make Edinburgh his base (he lives in Findhorn Place and
practices at the Alba Clinic in Lauriston Street) because the family used to live
in Portobello before moving to Manchester. He adds: “My father was a retailer,
and I joined the business, doing the accounts - and the windows! Then the
wanderlust took over... But it was my early childhood memories of Edinburgh
that made me want to come back here.” Previously he had spent time in Cork

Cover of the Chronicles of Aslan

All on board for a guide to the graves

because there was a bit of Irish on both sides of the family.

What do biscuits, nets, papermaking, maps, publishing, poisoning, music, football
and photography have in common? Stumped? They all feature on two well-designed
information boards, highlighting 24 notable graves, now greeting visitors at the East
and West gates of Grange Cemetery off Beaufort Road.

No need to be scared. There are none of Tam o’ Shanter’s “warlocks and witches in
a dance” in this graveyard – well, not in daylight hours anyway... Take a walk through
this peaceful place, established in 1847, the largest of five new cemeteries designed
to cope with Edinburgh’s growing population and poor condition of the city’s old
churchyards. There are about 6500 gravestones in Grange Cemetery, which means
a visitor should use the information boards as a guide to the resting places of some
of the cemetery’s more famous inhabitants.
The genesis of the cemetery information project was over 20 years ago when the
Grange Association set up a working group to look at the history and development
of Grange Cemetery. The catalyst for the information boards was a generous legacy
five years ago from a former member who wished the funds to be used to further
the aims of the Grange Association. The boards, backed up by website biographies,
detail some of the people buried in the graveyard.

And if enough people are keen, the Association wants to set up a Friends of Grange
Cemetery group. Work would include continuing to produce information for the
cemetery section of the website; improving the physical environment, with more
seating within the grounds; perhaps participating in Doors Open Day; and
reinvigorating the campaign to have fallen or lowered headstones reinstated.

In August the City Council opened a consultation on Community Payback Orders
as alternatives to prison sentences for offenders, with “repairing and reinstating
headstones in local cemeteries” one of the key areas of unpaid work. This would be
an opportune time for a Friends of Grange Cemetery group to make representations
to have our local cemetery included as a work opportunity.
Contact us at liaison@grangeassociation.com

JennY DaWe

Two organisations have been invaluable in bringing it to fruition – Tayburn for their
design work on the boards and the City of Edinburgh Council for general support, for
installing the boards and removing nearby ugly, extraneous poles and notices.The
Council has also agreed to help with printing a booklet to place in local libraries.

We would like to hear stories of other graves of interest besides the 24 already
earmarked. They could be of social history relevance, perhaps early inhabitants of
the Grange area; of economic history importance, relating to trades or companies no
longer in existence, such as Roslin gunpowder factory; of church history significance,
with clergy seemingly buried every few yards in places; of military note; or of general
or family history import.
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taking a firm stance

PLANNING WATCH

Since the last Newsletter, we have made several recommendations or
minor criticisms about planning applications which, later, received
consent.

The owners of 20 Mansionhouse Road who have covered the lawn area
with artificial grass and added an unauthorised area of decking and a
Wendy house were served notice by the Council to remove these.
They have appealed to the Scottish Government. Meanwhile the owners
applied for planning permission in retrospect to which we again objected.
The artificial grass was refused but the decking and trampoline have now
been permitted. The Recorder’s deciding report on the artificial grass is
still awaited.

Despite our firm objection, planning consent was granted for a timber-clad
extension at 71 Grange Road. We felt the timber was not sympathetic
within the conservation area.
We objected to the minor widening of the driveway and removal of the
pedestrian gate pillar at 16 Grange Road. The plans were modified
and then accepted. At 1A Cumin Place, the owner wished to build two
additional extensions. We felt this was over-development of the plot.
The application was withdrawn.

There were plans for a large parking area in front of the listed building of
46 Grange Road. The owner reduced the size of the proposed run-in but
then withdrew the application.

We also objected to a new garage at 2 Blackford Road because it included
a roof terrace. The plans were modified omitting the roof terrace and then
passed.
8 Dick Place is a prominent listed building. Without planning consent, the
owners built a low zigzag wall in the front garden which we felt detracted
from the building. A retrospective application is still pending.

We are keen to preserve the traditional stone boundary walls of the area
so when the owner of 17 St Thomas Road applied to build a garage with
a 5-metre break in the wall, we objected. The case is still pending. The
timber clad extension added four years ago to the Gatehouse at 38a Dick
Place was the cause of concern so we have objected to a new application
for two wooden huts, which would also project above the stone walls. This
is pending.

We reported in the last Newsletter that unsightly ducts have been installed
above the entrance to Newington Library. Because the library is council
property, planning permission was not required. Local residents have had
meetings with Council officers and have been promised that proposals to
improve the appearance will be presented to them shortly.
roGer KeLLett

A P P L I C AT I O N S F O R P L A N N I N G C O N S E N T

Between May and august 2015 the following planning
applications were granted:

36 Mansionhouse road Enlargement of cellar and light well, new glazed
extension within the light well.
GF 1F1 south oswald road Demolition of garage and construction of
garden room.
77 south oswald road install solar photovoltaic panels at rear.
10 Mortonhall road Construction of greenhouse in rear garden.
71 Grange Loan Remove conservatory and build kitchen extension. (*)
12 seton Place New single storey extension to rear. (*)
2 Whitehouse terrace Alter walls at either side of pedestrian access.
1 Kittle Yards Environmental enhancements and new signage.
42 Lauder road Internal alterations.
GF 36 Fountainhall road Changes to windows.
28 Mortonhall road Replace greenhouse.
53 Grange Loan Change of use from bed and breakfast to family
residence with separate studio flat.
18a Dick Place Internal alterations.
14 Mansionhouse road New French windows and upgrading of
timber fascia of flat roof to zinc on front elevation; widening of driveway
entrance. (*)
36 Mansionhouse road New cast iron railings.
16 Grange road Dismantle the pedestrian gate pillar in order to widen
driveway access. To replace tarmac driveway with Tegula setts, and
Sandstone paving. (#)
6 Mansionhouse road Paths in the rear garden. (*)
20 Mansionhouse road Decking with integrated trampoline
(in retrospect). (*)
8 Mansionhouse road Rear extension.
2 Blackford road New garage with roof terrace & rear extension. (#)
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GRANGE ASSOCIATION
AWARD: Reminder

the following was refused:

20 Mansionhouse road Laying of artificial grass (in retrospect). (*)

the following were were withdrawn by the owners:
1a cumin Place Two single storey extensions. (*)
46 Grange road Car parking space in front garden. (#)

the following were still pending:

20 Mansionhouse road Appeal to the Scottish Government re laying
of artificial grass and decking. (*)
4 Mortonhall road Internal alterations, new rooflights.
40 Dick Place Minor amendments to approved proposals
8 Dick Place Unauthorised structure in front garden. (*)
36 Dick Place Link extension between main house and guest
accommodation.
60 Fountainhall road New garage to side and extension to rear.
GF 26 st alban’s road Single storey extension to side and new
garden room to rear. (*)
17 st thomas road New garage with new road access. (*)
8 Dick Place Landscaping to front garden (partly retrospective). (*)
38a Dick Place New workshop, potting shed & home office. (*)
9 Mansionhouse road Garage to the side of house.
Flat 2 6 Dalrymple crescent Internal alterations and erect a
rear/side extension.
outside 1 Blackford avenue Installation of a BT broadband cabinet.

The Grange Association objected to those marked (*). We also objected to those
marked (#) but these plans were later altered to our satisfaction.
Erratum: In the Spring Newsletter we reported that we had objected to plans for
a large French window and a large fixed window at the rear of 9 Hatton Place.
We were unaware that after we were notified of the plans, they had been changed
to windows much more in keeping with the house. This meant that our criticism
was no longer appropriate and was unfair. We wish to apologise to the owner.

this award for a development that enhances the area will be made at the
aGM in March. eligible are new buildings, extensions, refurbishment
or landscaping including simple tree planting. Please make your
nominations now to roger Kellett (contact details – page 2).

the seeds
of success
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GARDENS

it has taken more than three decades for a Grange
garden to bloom to the satisfaction of its owners. now
they are reaping the benefits and the plaudits.
Richard Mowe pays a visit.

When John and Tricia Wood moved in to their family home at
20 Blackford Road some 37 years ago they inherited a massively
overgrown swathe of garden ground with a sizeable vegetable patch
and a large space devoted to rhubarb.

Over the years with diligent planting, offerings of seedlings from friends
and neighbours, and the occasional foray by John to Chelsea Flower
Show while on business in London, they have tamed the ground into a
rainbow of colour almost all year round with two secluded seating areas
in which to soak up any summer rays of sunshine on offer.

“We weren’t necessarily such passionate gardeners when we moved in,”
says Tricia, “but now that our children are no longer at home and we
have more time on our hands we have become quite enthusiastic and
knowledgeable.”

With mature trees in the background, apple trees covering the walls and
the original box hedging plus different beds of shrubs and herbaceous
plants, the Woods have received the accolade of having the Victorian
garden included as part of Scotland’s Garden Scheme (in which the
public are welcome to visit on designated days during the year). John
adds: “These houses were not built to look out on to the garden because
the reception rooms are all to the front. This would have been the
scullery garden for vegetables and so on rather than for sitting out in.”
The couple hope that visitors can take ideas away with them. “I had the
idea that several gardens in the street could be open at the same time,
and I managed to get the street closed. It was a lot of work and I now
restrict my energies exclusively to opening up our own garden,” said
Tricia. Between them they will put in a day and a half of hard graft every
week to ensure they keep on top of it all.
Although both appear to have green fingers they operate in different
ways. Tricia suggests that she is more ruthless – “anything that does
not work has to go.” John is much more indulgent and forgiving, taking
a particular pride in his Buff Beauty rose which transforms from dark to
a peachy hue. Some of the beds are so full to overflowing that weeds
scarcely make their presence felt.

a summer house just visible through the glorious blooms in Blackford road

All the plants have their own particular history. “When John went to
London on business at the time of the Chelsea Flower Show he would
pay a visit and order up plants once he had seen them in situ. It is
amazing what you can grow from cuttings or seedlings. You should
always give away seedlings because if your plant dies then you know
exactly where to go to get a cutting to start it off again,” says Tricia.

Many of their most spectacular displays are grown in pots. “That came
about simply because we visited a friend in Lasswade who did this and
we copied him with considerable success,” said John. He added: “The
way we have achieved colour and so on is mainly by trial and error.
And also by going to look at other people’s gardens and seeing what
they have. Geraniums are an excellent and useful plant that look
nothing in the winter but brighten up dull corners. The ones we have
have self-seeded themselves and make the borders interesting.”

Tricia likes the description of the garden by one of the Open Day visitors
who said: “Your garden has a formal structure, but with informal planting.”
She appreciates the phrase which she believes does justice to all their
hard work over three and a half decades. “I would say that after 37 years
it is only now that the garden is looking pretty OK,” she said modestly.

Beds overflowing with plants and flowers leave little room for weeds (left) while trellis work and hedges provide natural divisions.
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secret havens

GARDENING/MEMORIES

The gardening group visited The Secret Herb Garden nestling at the foot
of the Pentland Hills
The herb farm is set within a magical 7.5 acres bordered by native
hedgerows. The greenhouse is replete with aromatic herbs as well as
strategic seats to enjoy coffee and home baking. Several of us bought
plants to stock our own herb beds.
In August we visited the Lost Garden of Penicuik on Penicuik Estate.
This brick-built walled garden had fallen into total disrepair but is being
restored by voluntary effort. Roger Kelly, convenor and co-founder of
Penicuik Community Development Trust shows visitors round on the first
Sunday of every month.
We benefited from his knowledge of the history as he showed us what
has been achieved and what is planned, including the restoration of the
greenhouses which are warmed by a south facing wall. Currently they
are breaking the ground by planting potatoes, followed by other
vegetables and the beginnings of a herbaceous border.
The coach trip to Portmore and Carolside in July was a great day out. The
two walled gardens were so different. The design principles of the formal
beds at Portmore were explained to us by the head gardener. The display
of pelargoniums in the glass house was wonderful. The afternoon was
spent at Carolside where Rose Foyle showed us her national collection
of old roses which flowed riotously throughout the oval walled garden.
ALISON BRAMLEY

if you want to join the Grange Garden exchange group and hear
about future activities write to: gardens@grangeassociation.com
or call alison Bramley 667 5667
Find news under the gardens tab at www.grangeassociation.org

The Avenue Store
36 Blackford Avenue
EH9 2PP
0131 668 3274

WE ARE OPEN 7 DAYS
from 6.30am until 8pm
We Offer a FULL Grocery Range which
includes Instore Bakery, Chilled & Frozen
Foods, Newpapers & Magazines
PLUS...
A Great Range of Wines, Beers & Spirits at
Great Prices!
WE CAN ALSO OFFER YOU FREE HOME DELIVERY

www.avenuestore.co.uk
for details and offers
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tram at the top of Marchmont road – a boyhood memory

culture shock for the
boy from Down Under

When Douglas Stewart arrived in Edinburgh from Down Under as a child it was
a shock to the senses. He became used to the city’s idiosyncrasies and has
lived here ever since. He has moved around the area and now resides in
Whitehouse Loan. He recalls first and lasting impressions.
My memories of the Grange area date from 1931, arriving as a toddler from Australia
to snow-covered Edinburgh. I noted that the populace’s diction was different; it was
cold, and I saw cats for the first time... and I discovered I had many relatives.
The area, I am pleased to say, remains relatively recognisable to this day, thanks in
part to the vigilance of the Grange Association.
For much of the earlier years I lived on the fringes, in Sylvan Place during the
Second World War, then in student digs in Warrender Park Road, finally settling in
north Mansionhouse Road for 32 years to 1998. I am living now in the Greenhill
district.

My memories of the Grange revolve around weekly visits to the Grange Cemetery
where I was taken by a grieving family. It always seemed to be in immaculate
condition. I discovered from records that there had been a mass reburial of remains
exhumed from St Cuthberts Church Yard to allow for the excavations necessary for
the railway line through to Waverley Station.
I travelled to school by walking up Lover’s Loan and then on to the No 14 tram.
Walks around Blackford Hill were part of the regular routine. Even as a youngster
I appreciated the area’s “quiet dignity.” The consistency of the building types, layout
and its broad streets owe much to the old feudal system – and all achieved without
the help of the town planners.
The Grange and Greenhill districts were separated by the extensive lands of Sir
George Warrender. There exists in the collections of the National Galleries of
Scotland a tentative plan to develop a villa type layout in the southmost part of his
lands at the top of what is now Marchmont Road. Had this been carried through in
the Grange style it would have bridged the gap between Greenhill and Grange.

My boyhood friends and I discovered that some of the garden walls abutting Lover’s
Loan were not topped with broken glass to deter us – and we were able to raid the
apple trees of the houses on Mansionhouse Road whose gardens border the
walkway. Little did I think then that one day I would live a good portion of my life
in that street – and actually own an apple tree.
I can still recall the old Grange House which was demolished in the early 1930s.
It had stood tall, empty and foreboding – and I imagined this brooding atmosphere
being heightened by thunder, lightning and sulphur. Harry Potter creator JK Rowling
could well have used it as a role model. Probably to dissuade me from any
inclination to wander there my parents told me it was haunted!
IF YOU have evocative memories of the area and photographs please send
them to newsletter@grangeassociation.com
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time to team up for recycling
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New Recycling Service: Residents in the northern part of the
area received their new bins some weeks ago. The rest of the GA
area should receive the new bins shortly. As all properties will
now have to have at least three bins to store we realise that this
may cause problems for some residents with small gardens, and
particularly for residents in terraces where the property is divided.

are other poles, which could be removed – if your neighbour
has such a pole please let us know and we’ll make contact. The
Council likes to have permission for the removal of several poles
before arranging removal so it may take several weeks for this to
happen. The relevant Council official is Gavin Graham at
gavin.graham@edinburgh.gov.uk or phone 469 3551.

The Council may be willing to provide larger bins for those
properties where residents are prepared to share. Nearly all
plastic (including pots, containers etc) can now be put in the
recycling bin. I continue to collect bottle tops – although only
tops from milk bottles are required and they can be left at 6
Grange Terrace. Place in the porch or discreetly by the front door.

Newington Library: The Library is keen to advertise its Home
Delivery service – if anyone, through age or ill health, cannot get
to the library then books can be delivered to your home. Contact
529 5536 or email Newington.library@edinburgh.gov.uk

St Alban’s Road: Thanks to the resident who has been planting
flowers under the trees on the southern corner of the junction
with Blackford Avenue. We now notice that this person, or another, has planted flowers on the northern corner and would like
to thank you for this enhancement. The Grange Association
would be happy to provide spring bulbs for planting under these
trees – please contact me if you would like some. The same offer,
of course, applies to residents in other streets.
Street Clutter – Removal of poles: Several more residents
have agreed that the poles outside their property can be removed
and the sign attached to their wall or railing. We know that there

Following refurbishment at the Library, the new air-conditioning
unit is very noisy and causing disturbance to neighbours. We
understand that the Council is working on solutions to minimise
the problem.
Trees and Hedges: Trees, bushes and hedges help to make our
area green and environmentally sustainable and provide nesting
sites for birds and pollen for bees. However, low branches and
hedges which extend over the pavement can cause problems for
passers-by. Most people keep their trees and hedges regularly
trimmed but some are very overgrown and we ask owners to cut
back branches which are obstructing the pavement or hedges
beyond the line of the walls.
SUE TRITTON
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EVENTS/TALKS

Fair sum for charity

Friends, neighbours and families joined in the fun at the Grange Fair
on Fountainhall Road and Newington Library in May. Entertainment
included Bollywood Dancers, Caleerie Buskers, Beyond the Pale
Klezmer Band, children from Sciennes Primary School playing music
and dancing and Red Hat, young girls from the Chinese community
who put on a dancing display.

Children’s games and the bouncy castle were popular. Ross Crook led
the cycling fun. Stall holders did a magnificent job with fundraising to
cover costs (plants, books, collectables, tombola, baking and tea, coffee
and scones) and others provided information and entertainment.
Out of the proceeds £1000 was donated to Isabel McCallum, chair
of the Eric Liddell Centre Trustees and Fraser Quin, the new Chief
Executive of the Eric Liddell Centre (www.ericliddell.org) based at Holy
Corner, Morningside Road.

Thanks to volunteers, local people who donated goods and baked and
the many who gave of their time. Local businesses were generous with
prizes for the tombola.

Credit is also due to City of Edinburgh Council Library Services and the
team at Newington Library for all their support and assistance, including
the healthy eating and badge making stalls as well as South Central
Neighbourhood Partnership for a grant.

Unsold books were donated to Barnardo’s Bookshop raising £310 for its
own funds.

Lucy richardson

Listen up for a tree guru

Wednesday 7 october
Donald Rodger, Arboricultural Consultant on Heritage Trees
in Scotland

Donald Rodger has a particular interest in this specialist field. He is co-author
of Heritage Trees of Scotland and The Heritage Trees of Britain and Northern
Ireland.

Wednesday 4 november
Simon Green, President of the Architectural Society of
Scotland, on Frederick Pilkington – A Gothic Rogue.

Frederick Pilkington (1832– 98) was an English High Victorian Gothic
architect, who worked in Scotland. Best works were Church of the Trinity,
Irvine, Ayrshire (1861– 63), and Barclay Church, Edinburgh (1862– 63).

Wednesday 2 December
John Graham, former chair of the Grange Association, on
Architecture and Conservation in Chicago.

Wednesday 6 January
To be announced

Wednesday 3 February
To be announced

Wednesday 2 March
Annual general meeting of the Grange Association

Grange association Meetings, organised by
Hilary Watkinson, are held in Butterflies cafe,
Marchmont st. Giles church. evenings start with a short
networking period with coffee, tea and biscuits at 7.00pm,
in time for the main talk at 7.30pm.
eVents orGaniser: Hilary Watkinson (667 6360)
events@grangeassociation.com
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And the band played on... at the Grange Fair
(Photograph by Martin Taylor)

